
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

GENERATING POWER PLANT 

 

A GENERAL 

 

 ELECTRICAL WORK GENERALLY is to be in accordance with the requirements 

of related section of the specification. 

 

 DESCRIPTION OF WORK:  standby/emergency power plant installation corpses 

the following: 

 

 Diesel generating set (s), with associated auxiliaries, exhaust system, start up system, 

cooling system, fuel system, batteries and charger etc.  (The generator will be rated for 

prime power operation as defined by ISO 8528-1). 

 Fuel storage and transfer system. 

 Instrumentation, protection and control equipment.  

 Mains failure automatic transfer switch. 

 Inter plant cabling and wiring. 

 Earthing system. 

 

 CONTROLS TIE IN: provide and component parts are to comply with ISO 3046, 

IEC 34, IEC and CRISPER, or equivalent ENEMA, ANSI, IEEE and DIN standards 

and recommendations of ABGSM (Association of British Set Manufacturer) where 

such standards meet with or supersede the ISO and IEC standards. 

 

 EQUIPMENT DATA: submit full technical data of equipment for approval(in 

addition to the manuals and the catalogues) including, but not limited to, the following: 

General description and characteristics of engines -generating sets, standards with which 

components comply, site rating and overload capability overall efficiency, and fuel and 

lubricant consumption at 100% 75% 50% and 25% of rated load. 

 

Description and operating criteria of engine:  type, mode, manufacturer, fuel and 

lubricating oil types and specific consumption, starting conditions and starting periods 

from cold to full load pick up governor and response characteristics due to sudden load 

changes, super charger, fuel injection system, cooling system and radiator, air filter, oil 

filter and pumps. 

 

 Description and operating criteria of generator, executor and voltage regulator, with 

loading response and short circuit characteristics, insulation, cooling and accessories. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

  

 

 Dimensions, weights and forces, mounting methods, vibration protection etc... .Battery 

type, make, charge / discharge characteristics, capacity and constructional features. 

 Battery charger, method of charging, equalizing and trickle charging. 

 Fuel tanks, pipes and accessories, materials and construction. 

 

 Exhaust system and silencers' materials and construction. 

 Control instruments, protection, alarms, cut-outs, and indicating lamps, indicating 

instruments and all other devices or components. 

 Automatic transfer switch and control gear.  

 Calculated noise levels in dB at typical points within engine room and at various locations 

inside and outside. 

 

 ROUTINE TESTS: fully assembled plant or equipment is to be tested at the factory, 

before shipping.  Complete performance tests are to be carried out under site simulated 

conditions in accordance with the standards and as described in the specification. 

 

 SHOP AND CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS: submit drawings for approval 

including, but not limited to, the followings: 

Certified manufactures' dimensional drawings, templates and installation instructions for 

equipment and accessories, showing weight and distribution of forces, location and size of 

cabling (power and control) piping connections to equipment, and other pertinent data. 

 

Plans and elevations of all equipment. 

 

Separate unit wring diagrams, schematics and interconnecting wiring diagrams. 

Constructional details of bulk fuel storage tanks and daily service fuel tank, including 

outline drawings showing piping arrangements, connection and dimensions. 

 

Complete execution drawings of associated auxiliaries. 

 

 SPARE PARTS: provide manufacture's recommended spare parts for 1000 hours 

operation of the standby plant.  Provide list of manufacturer's spare parts for 2000 

hours operation together with current prices. 

 

 TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS: contractor has to provide complete set of tools and 

measurement instruments required for normal routine inspection, testing, operation and 

general maintenance, exhaust gas flow measurement, as recommended by the 

manufacturer. 

 

 APPROVED MANUFACTURERS: obtain generator sets from one of the following: 

Detroit Diesel  : (U.S.A.) 

Caterpillar : (U.S.A.) 

Man-BWM : (Germany) 

Deutz-MWM : (Germany) 

Wastrel :  (Finland) 

Cukurova                                     :  (Turkey) 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

Onan : (U.S.A) 

Pet bow  :( England) 

Simians  :( Germany) 

Perkiness  :( UK) 

 

Or other equal and approved . 

 

 WARRANTY : provide 1000 running hour’s operation or Three years warranty for 

equipment specified in this section including supply the required spare parts on the 

contractor expenss. 

 

 LOCAL REPESENTATIVE: provide evidence that proposed equipment 

manufacturer has a locally established and authorized organization which can be called 

upon professional advice and maintenance as may be required and which can 

immediately supply spare parts to support day to day and emergency maintenance 

requirements. Failure to satisfy the Engineer may disqualify a manufacturer. 

 

MAINTENANCE CONTRACT: obtain an undertaking by the equipment manufacturer and his 

authorized local representative to provide an annual maintenance contract for 3 years minimum, 

available after substantial completion of the work, covering routine service and emergency 

service by trained employees, and to ensure supply of necessary standard spare parts. 

 

PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS 

 

PLANT DESCRIPTION 

 

GENERALLY 

 

 GENERATOR SET ASSEMBLY: compact package type, with all equipment mounted on one 

rigid steel bed frame suitable for skidding. Radiator is to be mounted remotely . Design is to 

permit easy operation, maintenance and repair. 

 

VIBRATION DEDUCTION: is to be achieved by appropriate design and careful balancing at 

factory. Compact set is to have approved anti vibration isolators of steel spring or resilient 

neoprene between rotating equipment and bed frame, limiting transmission of vibration to 

building. 

 

VIBRATION: is to be limited to maximum of 0.04 mm amplitude throughout the operating 

vibration frequency range. 

 

NOISE REEDUCATION: is to be achieved by approve methods at source of noise, with sound 

level measured at 25 m limited to 78 dB at 20Hz down to 41 at 10. 000 Hz in accordance with 

ISO standards for residential areas. Contractor is responsible to arrange on his own expense for 

measuring the sound level at site in the presence of the Agency Engineer. 

 

COLD STARTING: engine is to be fully equipped to start and pick up initial load specified 

minimum ambient temperature. Cold starting aids, such as engine. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

JOB L 9354 

 

Jacket water heater, lubricating oil heater, intake air heater, oversize standby battery and all 

devices, accessories, connections, thermostatic switches and off-duty disconnects with pilot 

lights and necessary protection, are to be supplemented as recommended by the manufacturer 

and approval. 

 

EQUIPMENT RATINGS: are to be as shown on the attached B.O.Q or the next higher 

standard rating provided by the manufacturer, Ratings are to be net continuous output to 

consumer, excluding fan and any auxiliaries, auxiliary drives and losses, delivered at specified 

frequency, voltage and power factor and under worst climatic conditions on site. 

 

DIESEL GENERATOR SET 

 

COMPONENTS: set is to basically consist of diesel engine, Brussels synchronous generator 

with direct flexible coupling to engine and single or parallel control cubicle as required and 

shown on the drawings. The generators will be rated for prime power operation as defined by 

ISO 8528-1 

 

STARTING AND STOPPING: when in the automatic mode the set is to start and stop 

automatically by a signal sensed through an auxiliary contact in the local transfer switch gear. 

The set is to stop, after an adjustable cool down period (2-30 minutes). 

 

DUTY: plant is to reach full speed within 10 seconds form start impulse and accept immediately 

100% of net rated output (load being mixed, steady and inductive, with motor starting loads as 

shown on the drawings) Transient voltage variation up to full rated load recovering to within + /-

2% within a few cycles . 

 

FAILURE TO START: should engine fail to start following a start impulse, the system is to 

come to rest for a few seconds. Two further starting attempts are to be automatically made with 

intermediate 20 second maximum periods of rest. Should the set fail to start after three attempts, 

an alarm is to sound and a start failure signal illuminate. 

 

HAND OPERATION: is to be possible for testing or normal operation through a test / manual 

/off /auto selector switch. 

 

REGULAR EXERCISING: while on auto the set is to start regularly and automatically every 

week and is to operate for 30 minutes before stopping. 

 

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES 

 

DIESEL ENGINE AND AUXILIARIES 

 

DESIGN: diesel engine is to be designed for type of load and application required Engine and 

governor are to be selected to meet operating requirement and response specified. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

ENGINE TYPE: compression ignition type with direct solid injection, turbo charged for ratings 

over l00 kW, water cooled, with air cooled radiator, 2 or 4 stroke cycle, in line or V type 

cylinder arrangement, 1500 rpm, operating on BS 2869, Class A diesel oil, suitable for direct 

coupling to driven machine. Flywheel is to suitably size for type of service and constraints 

specified, and capable of being rotated at 125% of rated speed without failure. Torsion vibration 

dampers are to be provided. 

 

ACCESSIBILITY: is to be possible to: 

Remove rocker box covers without disturbing fuel injection pipes or other components. 

Remove and replace pistons and piston rods, liners, big and small end shells and caps without 

dismounting engine. 

 

Bar engine over by hand for spill timing check and adjustment. 

 

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: engine mounted instruments are to include, at least, water 

temperature gauge, lubricating oil temperature gauge and pressure gauge, tachometer and 

running time meter. It is to be possible to measure, with extra instrumentation, coolant 

temperature at lower end of radiator, air depression after air filter, exhaust air flow, air boost and 

temperature using methods recommended by manufacturer, Instrument accesses are to be 

normally sealed by threaded blanking caps. 

 

VIBRATION: is to be limited to maximum of 0.04 amplitude throughout the operating 

vibration frequency range . 

 

NOISE REDUCATION: is to be achieved by approve methods at source of noise, with sound 

level measured at 25m limited to 78 dB at 20 Hz down to 41 dB at 10.000 Hz in accordance with 

ISO standards for residential areas. 

 

COLD STARTING: engine is to be fully equipped to start pick up initial load specified at 

specified minimum ambient temperature. Cold starting aids, such as engine. 

 

JOB L 9354 

Jacket water heater, lubricating oil heater, intake air heater, oversize standby battery and all 

devices, accessories, connections, thermostatic switches and off duty disconnects with pilot 

lights and necessary protection, are to be supplemented as recommended by the manufacturer 

and approved. 

 

EQUIPMENT RATINGS: are to be as shown on the attached B.O.Q or the next higher 

standard ratings provided by the manufacturer. Ratings are to be net continuous output to 

consumer, excluding fan and any auxiliaries, auxiliary drives and losses, delivered at specified 

frequency, voltage and power factor and under worst climatic conditions on site. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

DIESEL GENERATOR SET 

 

COMPONENTS: set is to basically consist of diesel engine, Brussels synchronous generator 

with direct flexible coupling to engine and single or parallel control cubicle as required. The 

generators will be rated for prime power operation as defined by ISO 8528-1. 

 

GOVERNING:  is to be A1 to ISO 3046/IV or BS 5514, using electronic type government with 

limits of speed control as specified. 

 

COOLING SYSTEM: engine is to be water cooled with gear-driven water pumps. System is to 

be pressurized, with heavy duty tropical radiator cooled by reverse flow fan. Fan cowl and 

protection guard are to be fitted. Coolant temperature is to be controlled by one or more 

thermostats as determined by design of system. Radiator is to be non ferrous metal, 

incorporating pressure valve, radiator cap and drain cock and with integral expansion tank. 

Direct acting modulating thermostatic diversion valve is to control engine cooling water 

temperature. Under normal operation, by pass is not to be fully closed. Treated or fresh cooling 

water and anti corrosion and anti freeze additives are to be used as recommended by 

manufacturer for specific conditions of installation. 

 

COOLING AIRFLOW: obstruction in path of cooling air flow (openings, louvers, grilles 

mesh, ducts, bends etc.) is not to reduce air flow that needed at full rated output. Fan and radiator 

characteristics are to be selected accordingly. Advise if additional booster fans are required and 

provide necessary control gear for automatic operation. 

  

CYLINDERS: are to have removable liners. Wet type liners are to have witness hole between 

liner sealing rings of each cylinder for early detection of coolant or oil leakage. Each cylinder is 

to have drilled and tapped hole and valve for connection of pressure indicator. 

 

LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEM: pressurized circulating type, using two engines driven, gear 

type lubricating oil heat exchanger. Filter system is to have spring loaded by pass valve to permit 

oil circulation if filters become clogged. Audible and visual alarms are to cut in when valve 

starts opening. Lubricating oil cooler is to be shell and tube heat exchanger with water from 

engine radiator as the cooling medium. Direct acting thermostatic diversion valve is to control 

oil control oil temperature. Under normal operation by pass is not to be fully closed. 

 

Exhaust system is to be designed to reduce backpressure to below maximum specified by the 

manufacturer, in relation to exhaust pipe length shown on the drawings. 

 

 

AIR INTAKE SYSTEM: plant room is to have heavy duty air filter of the locker panel, all 

metal cleanable, viscous impingement type, complete with duct and frame, as shown on the 

drawings. Engine air filter is to be either dry filter with replaceable paper filter elements or oil-

bath filter with dipstick and provision for adding oil while engine is running. Filters are to be 

capable or removing particles 10 microns and larger. 

 

ELECTRIC STARTING SYSTEM: engine starting is to be manual by push button or 

automatic through control system at control panel. System is to consist of heavy duty 24 V D.C. 

starter motor, heavy duty battery charger. Cranking motor and battery are to be rated for 

cranking the engine when cold and at lowest temperature recorded. Stating pinion is to 

automatically disengage when engine fires. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

 

STORAGE BATTERY: lead acid, sealed in plastic type, complete with battery rack and 

internal connectors. Battery is to have sufficient capacity to provide minimum four cranking 

periods. 

 

BATTERY CHARGER.: to be 25% over rated, solid state full wave rectifier type, adequate to 

fully recharge depleted battery in not more than 8 hours and to automatically control rate of 

charge (providing a high-charge rate to a depleted battery and reducing to a  trickle charge rate 

when battery is fully charged). Ammeter is to be provided to indicate charging rate, which is to 

be adjustable. Battery charger is to be mounted in control cubicle, unless otherwise approved.  

 

ELECTRONIC GOVERNOR: is to provide is achromous governing, paralleling and load 

sharing of generator sets. Governor is to have zero percent (isochronous) setting and adjustable 

drop form zero percent to 10% drop. System is to include power supply unit, magnetic speed 

pick up control module and actuator using fast response d.c motor drive or equally approved 

alternative. Governor is to be designed for fast response and high precision of speed (frequency) 

control automatic paralleling and load sharing and is to include speed adjustment to +/-5% of 

normal, while running, and with remote control interface.  Frequency deviation under 25% 

sudden load change is not to exceed 0.5 Hz, recovering to stable speed condition of +/-0.1 Hz in 

0.5. 

 

GOVERNOR OVERSPEED: TRIP is to automatically close fuel pump racks in event of 

engine overstepped. Device is to be separate and independent form governing mechanism. 

 

PROTECTIVE SYSTEM: is to comprise automatic engine shut-down and generator trip with 

visual and audible alarm in event of overstepped, low lubricating oil pressure, high cooling water 

temperature and over cranking. 

 

GENERATOR (ALTERNATOR) 

 

TYPE: synchronous low reactance, high efficiency, revolving field type, with Brussels exciter 

and flexible coupling, sized to pick up effective load without exceeding transient and steady state 

voltage deviation limits specified up to its full nominal rating and designed for the performance 

stipulated in the specification. It is to be one or two bearing construction with bearing of the 

sleeve or sealed ball type. 

 

 

LEADS AND CABLES: phase leads are to be brought out fully insulated to a terminal cable 

box of heavy gauge sheet steel, protection IP44. Control and protection cables are to be brought 

out to a separate terminal box. 

 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE: between the three phases at 100% balanced load is 

not to exceed 1% with unbalanced load up to 3% on one phase at unity power factor and zero 

load on other phased, the line to neutral voltages are not to differ by more than 5%.  
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Number of phases : 3 

Rated voltage :   400V 

Frequency and net rated output : as shown on the drawings 

Rated power factor : ≥0.80 

Rated power                                                  : 80KW 

Winding connection  : Reconnectable With Ends Brought Out And 

  Fully Insulated. 

Unbalanced load current 

With none of the phase currents 

Exceeding rated current :  10% MINIMUM 

 

Overload :  10% nameplate rating for 1 hour every 12 hours. 

Rotor :  salient pole type, incorpo rating damping grid. 

 :  Brussels, with rotating armature rectifiers and 

  Discharge resistors. 

Voltage regulator  : automatic, with readily accessible controls for 

  Voltage level. 

Insulation :  class F for stator 

  Class F for rotor and exciter. 

Enclosure : drip proof and screen protected (IP 23 to IEC 144) 

Cooling :  built in centrifugal fans 

 

VOLTAGE REGULATION: overall voltage deviation within normal speed variations is to be 

within limits specified form no load to full load, from hot to cold and with load power factor 

form 0.94 lagging to unity. Regulator is to automatically reduce voltage if load exceeds capacity 

of generator. Voltage build up is to be positive and rapid even when full load is suddenly 

applied. Line to line voltage wave from deviation factor is not to exceed +/-5%.  

Total harmonic content is not to exceed 5% and that of one harmonic not to exceed 2%. Radio 

interference suppression is to be within the limits set by the standards, grade (N) 

 

EXECUTOR: armature is to be 3 phase, directly mounted to generator shaft and connected to 

generator field windings through six solid state, hermetically sealed, silicon rectifiers, accessible 

for maintenance or repair. Exciter is to have field suppression system to eliminate any source of 

diode failure resulting form high inductive loads and surges. 

 

Exciter field windings are to be stationary. Exciter regulator combination is to maintain output 

voltage within limits specified for any load up to 110 % generator rating and under any sudden 

load changes specified. 

 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR: solid state, volts /Hz type utilizing silicon semi conductor devices 

in control and power stages, with built in elector magnetic interference suppression and designed 

for single or parallel operation. Manual adjustment to +/- 5% of regulated voltage level is to be 

possible by a potentiometer at control panel. All components are to be sealed moisture resistant, 

with suitable environmentally protected enclosure. Voltage regulator is to automatically reduce 

voltage if load exceeds. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

Capacity of generator and is to sustain a 3-phase short-circuit current at the generator terminals 

for the period for which the short circuit protection operates and at least for 3 seconds. Voltage 

regulator power is to be supported by generator voltage and current to maintain excitation field 

power. 

 

TWO POSITION SWITCH: is to be provided for selection of manual or automatic mode of 

regulated voltage control. 

 

SETS OPERATING IN PARALLEL: cross current compensation and necessary paralleling 

modules are to be provided to effect sharing of active and reactive loads equally between 

generators. 

 

INSTRUMENTATION, PROTECTION AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT. 

 

GENERATING SET INSTRUMENTS, PROTECTION AND CONTROLS: control relays, 

sensing equipment, switch gear protective relays and devices and start, stop and shutdown 

controls are to be provided as necessary for operation specified. Generating set, instruments, 

protection and controls are to be mounted preferably in one control public. 

 

INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS: are to include at least the following: 

 

Voltmeter and 7 position selector switch. 

Ammeter and 4-position selector switch. 

Frequency meter. 

Off-test manual /auto duty switch. 

Manual start and stop push buttons. 

Kilowatt hour meter. 

Power factor meter 

Service hour running counter. 

Plant exerciser 

Potentiometer for voltage level control. 

Speed raise lower device . 

Cool down time setting controls. 

Lamp test push button. 

Indicating gauge and low level fuel alarm. 

 

Battery charger, on/off switch pilot lights, d.c. ammeter 

Alarms sounder and reset controls 

Anti condensation heater. 

Safety indications and shutdown as shown in the synchronizing board . 

 

INSTRUMENTS: are to be housed in enameled metal cases for switchboard flush installation, 

with scales and marking protected and sealed. Indicating meters are to be minimum 76 mm 

square. Accuracy is to be within 2% unless otherwise specified.  

Voltmeters and ammeters are to be moving iron type for A.C measurements and moving coil 

type for D.C. measurements. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS :  class 2 for measuring and protection. 

VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS :  single phase, dry type, 0.5 accuracy class. 

kWh METER  :  3 element type for unbalanced 3 phase, 4-wire loads, 

fitted with 6-digit collimator. 

 

FUEL STORAGE AND TRANSFER 

 

DAYTANK CONSTRUCTION: closed cylindrical steel, inclined at least 3 degrees from 

horizontal and fitted with drain plug, inlet and outlet pipe connectors and breather pipe.  

 

DAYTANK BREATHER PIPE: is to have replaceable paper air filter or breather caps with air 

filters. 

 

DAYTANK INSTRUMENTS: are to include float switch, solenoid valve and dial type level 

indicator to give alarm on over fill and low level. 

 

DAYTANK FILLING PUMPS: electrically operated, automatically started and stopped, 

duplex pumps and standby manual pump, installed on piping system between storage tank and 

one or more day tanks for fuel transfer. Motor is to be totally enclosed, fan cooled squirrel cage 

induction type, with integrally coupled pump rotor contained on one base. pump is to be self 

priming type against the specific head shown on the drawings. 

Priming plug, sealed and protected beggaring and combination starter with thermal overload 

protection and circuit breaker for short-circuit protection are to be provided. Operation is to be 

interlocked with float switches in day tank. All necessary check valves, by pass valves, float 

valves and maintenance valves on piping system are to be provided as shown on the drawings. 

 

FUEL STORAGE TANK (FST): is to be same tank as that of the boilers. Provided piping and 

pumps to the fuel storage tanks. 

 

FUEL LINES: heavy gauge, black seamless steel, to ISO /R65 or equal treated internally with 

corrosion resistant paint and with joints sealed wit PTEE tape. Plumber's twine or gasket sealing 

compound is not to be used. Changes in direction and branching and jointing are to be with 

regular pipe fittings. Field fabricated and bent fittings are not to be used.  

 

FUEL LINES: fuel line to day tank is to have by pass with stop cock. Size of fuel return line 

from day tank to main fuel tank is to be to manufacturer's recommendations. 

 

FUEL LINES: filling line of main fuel tank is to be at least standard size for truck hoses, 

external diameter, entering tank at opposite end to drain plug. Main tank fill and sounding line 

connections are to have hinge, lockable caps with female threaded bottom inlets. 

 

EXPANSION JOINTS: stainless steel, percales bellows type, suitable for working pressure and 

temperature of service, of same size as pipe on which installed, with screwed ends for pipe sizes 

not exceeding 50 mm and flanged ends for sizes over 50 mm. 

 

VALVES GENERALLY: 125 psi steam working pressure rating and 200 psi cold water non 

shock pressure rating and type that can be repacked under pressure. 
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PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS: galvanized steel. 

 

SELECTOR SWITCHES: are to be provided as follows: 

Operating selector switch is to include the following: 

 

 Generator set is for automatic operation and the generator set starts if a 

power outage occurs, as described above. 

Test : Simulates a power outage, starts and runs the generating set as Normal 

position. 

 Shuts down the generating set and prevents it from starting this is used 

when servicing the generator. 

 

Another selector switch is to be provided for two positions: "With load" and "without load" for 

testing or exercising "With Load", the generating set is to carry load during testing or exercising 

periods. “Without Load" generating set is to start but not assume the load. 

 

PILOT LIGHTS: are to indicate which contactor is on. 

 

INSTRUMENTS: are to include voltmeter and ammeter with selector switches. 

 

MOTOR LOAD TRANSFER: Controls for transfer and retransfer of motor loads are to be 

protected with an in phase monitor, to insure currents do not exceed normal starting currents. 

 

WIRING: moisture and heat resistant, silicon rubber insulated, stranded copper conductors, 

modularly and neatly arranged on master terminal blocks, with suitable numbering strips and 

appropriate cartridge type fuses where required. Flexible wiring is to be used on all hinged /draw 

out components. 

 

CONNECTIONS: are to be made at a front terminal block with no live metal exposed. Power 

cables are to terminate on fixed insulated copper connectors suitably sized to receive specified 

cables. Cable glands and gland palters are to be provided. Power and control cables to be 

connected and terminated at both sides (GENSET & ATS). 

 

METAL CASES: of instruments, control switches, relays etc. Are to be connected by flexible 

protective conductors, of not less than 2.5 mm2 section, to nearest earthing bar or terminal. 

 

EARTHING: earthing bar is to be provided for connection of protective earthing conductors, 

using set screw or bolted anti -turn pressure terminations.35mm2 bare copper conductor earthed 

all around the generator room and connected from the generator B.B to the PEC.  

 

FERRULES: wire ends are to be fitted with numbered ferrules of approved type at each 

termination. 
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THE TOTALING CONTROL UNIT : is to house; 

- AC voltmeter, AC ammeter, frequency meter and wattmeter -90mm 90deg scale 2% 

accuracy 

- 7 position voltmeter selector switch. 

- 4 position ammeter selector switch. 

 

- Alarm and status indication lamps for 

- Load demand mode  status indication 

- Priority 2 load pickup  status indication 

- Priority 3 load pickup  status indication 

- Exercise mode  status indication 

- System test  status indication 

- Low fuel main tank  status indication 

- Utility power failure  status indication 

- First load shed  status indication 

- Second load shed  status indication 

- Emergency bus under frequency  status indication 

 

- Alarm silence push -button 

- Lamp test push button. 

- Alarm horn. 

- Under frequency reset 

- Load demand control switch. . 

- Load unit selector switch. 

- Load restore key switch to allow restoration of loads shaded. 

- Load priority override key switch. 

- System exerciser. 

- Mode selector switch for Auto -Manual -fail to perform sequence specified. 

 

THE INTERNAL TOTALING CONTROL COMPARTMENT: is to have : 

- Programmable controller to manage the load demand, priority control and load shedding. 

- Load priority and shedding control relays. 

- System starting controls. 

- Bus under frequency relay. 

- Master first start sensor. 

- Time delay start relay. 

- Best battery selector system to provide multiple redundancy control voltage. 

 

FIELD AND INSTALLATION WORK. 

 

INSTALLATION 

 

EQUIPMENT BASES: ensure that concrete bases and foundation provided for installation of 

equipment are constructed in accordance with approved shop and construction drawings and 

manufacturer equipment drawings and that hell for fixing bolts and provisions for passage of 

cables etc. Are provided as required. 
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BUILT IN ITEMS: ensure that equipment supports, fixing and the like, and sleeves for passage 

of feeders and cables which are to be built into concrete foundations, bases or building structure 

are provided as and when required and that they properly installed. 

 

TOOLS: use only tools recommended by equipment manufacturers for installations, particularly 

in making connections and adjustments. 

 

SUPERVISION: carry out equipment installation under the direct supervision of a qualified 

technician, licensed by and trained at the manufacturer factory. Final adjustment and putting into 

satisfactory operation are to be made by a specialist delegated by the factory and their names 

should be approved by the Agency in advance. 

 

GENERATING SET: install to maintain alignment and minimize engine and generator 

stresses. Protect instrumentation and control equipment including engine mounted instruments 

from machine vibration. Mountings and method of mounting are to be as recommended by the 

manufacturer and approved by the Engineer. 

 

ENGINE EXHAUST PIPING: is to be slightly sloped away form engine to avoid condensation 

returning to engine and is to have drain plugs or clean out at lower end as required. 

 

ENGINE HOT AIR EXHAUST DUCT: install approved connives duct with metal 

frames between radiator and louvered opening in wall for radiator exhaust 

air. 
 

PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS: fasten securely to building structure with approved 

masonry expansion bolts, minimum 20mm diameter and install in accordance with 

manufacturers' instructions. 

 

EARTHING: install earthing system in accordance to British standards and specification. 

 

INSPECTION AND TESTS ON SITE Contractor has to provide complete set of tools 

and measurement instruments required for normal routine inspection, testing, operation 

and general maintenance, exhaust gas flow measurement, as recommended by the 

manufacturer and all tests and inspections shall be according to the director of works 

approval . 

 

 

EARTHING RESISTANCE TESTS: are to be carried out to verify specified requirements. 

 

TESTS: are to be carried out at low loads to overload conditions, at various power factors. 

Measurement are to include voltage and frequency deviations and regulating time under various 

step loading conditions, temperature measurements and pressure measurements at various 

location, and accordance with an approved plan under conditions equal to worst site ambient 

conditions. 

 

TESTS: Record test readings on charts and submit to consultant in duplicate. at the top of each 

chart provide the following data: 

1. Date of the test. 

2. Generator set serial number 

3. Engine, make, model, serial number. 



4. Alternator, make, model, serial number. 

5. Voltage regulator, make and model. 

6. Rating of generator set, kW, KVA, V, A, rmp, Hz. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

TESTS: Field test the Emergency Power System including engine, alternator, control panels, 

transfer switch and accessories in the presence of the Consultant .Notify Consultant 10 days in 

advance of date of field test. Test procedures are to be as follows. 

 

1. With artificial load bank at 100% rated load of generator, operate set for 4hr. taking readings 

at 30 min, intervals, and record the following : 

- Time of reading. 

- Running time. 

- Ambient temp in- °C 

- Lube oil pressure in Kpa 

- Lube oil temperature in °C 

- Engine coolant temperature in °C. 

- Exhaust stack temperature in °C. 

- Alternator voltage, phase A, B, C, AN, BN, CN. 

- Alternator current, phase A.B and C. 

- Power in KW. 

- Frequency in Hz. 

- Power factor. 

- Battery charge current in Amperes. 

- Battery voltage. 

- Alternator stator temperature in °C. 

 

2.  Demonstrate automatic starting of set and automatic transfer of load on failure of normal 

power and transfer on resumption of normal power. 

 

3.  Demonstrate operation of manual bypass switch. 

 

4.  Demonstrate automatic shut down of engine on resumption of normal power. 

5.  Demonstrate that battery charger after cranking. 

6.  Demonstrate low oil pressure and high engine temperature shut downs by removing sensors 

and installing jumpers to produce excessive oil pressure and high temperature at devices 

without subjecting engine to these excesses. 

7. Shut down and return system to normal state by running if for a period of hrs. 

8. Simulate loss of normal power by de energizing main distribution feeder breaker. Allow 

generator to operate for an additional 2hrs. With building loads. Continue recording test 

readings as per item 1 for the duration. At the end of the 2hr period energize main 

distribution feeder breaker. Note operation of transfer switch and controls during the 

simulated power failure test. 

 

TEST: The complete unit shall also be completely tested in the factory in the same manner as 

follows and as required too confirm satisfactory operation and performance. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

1.  With 100% rated load, operate set for 8hr taking reading at 30 min intervals, and record the 

following: 

- Time of reading. 

- Running time. 

- Ambient temperature in °C. 

- Luble oil pressure in Kpa. 

- Luble oil temperature in °C 

- Engine coolant temperature in °C. 

- Exhaust stack temperature in °C. 

- Alternator voltage, phase A,B,C, AN , BN , CN 

- Alternator current, phase A,B and C. 

- Power in KW. 

- Frequency in HZ. 

- Power factor. 

- Battery charger current in A 

- Battery voltage. 

- Alternator stator temperature in °C. 

- Change load and provide data until steady state conditions exist. Switching elements to 

include: 

- No load to full load to no load. 

- No load to 70% to no load. 

- No load to 20% to no load. 

- 10% load to 40% load to no load. 

- 40% load to 60% to no load. 

- 60% load to 80% load to no load. 

 

2.  Test all alarm and shutdown circuits by simulating conditions. 

 

3.  Give adequate notice of the date of factory tests to the Consultant to allow him to witness 

the same, if possible. 

 

4. Submit all factory test results in duplicate to the consultant for approval . 

 

PIPING SYSTEM: using carbon dioxide or nitrogen from pressurized cylinder, test each 

system to 1.5 times normal operating pressure obtained from nameplate date or from 

manufacturer's published data. Apply tests before connecting piping to equipment. 

 

Remove or disconnect and blank off relief valves, instruments and devices that might be 

damaged by test pressure. Maintain test pressure on system for 24 hours during which time there 

is to be no noticeable drop in pressure. Check for leaks using soap solution. Isolate source of 

pressure during testing. 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

TEST CERTIFICATES, REPORTS AND CHECKLISTS 

 

The expected documents, for test certificates and reports to be submitted are but not limited to 

the following list;- 

 

System Design commission documents. 

 

Post installation checking, preparation and cleaning reports. 

 

Pre commissioning procedures, checklists and reports. 

 

Electrical inspection, electrical motor and control performance records and reports. 

 

Starting up and setting to work checklists. 

 

Acoustic performance and testing and checklists. 

 

All systems type and routine test certificates and reports. 

 

Complete test results in a clearly identified and organized manner. 

Spare parts schedules. 

 

Labile and identification of equipment, instruments and devices. 

 

TRAINING 

 

Before the data of substantial completion, the E/M Trade Contractor shall explain and train the 

Owner operation and maintenance staff on all the functions and operations of the E/M systems 

employed on the project. 

Minimum four staff members of the Agency to be trained for 3 days in the E/M trade contractor 

main maintenance work shop. All expenses and expenditures to be paid by the contractor. 

 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANNUALS 

 

These manuals are to contain but not limited to the following equipment:- 

Schedules of equipment installed giving manufacturer, catalogue list numbers, model and serial 

number, rating and characteristics…etc. 

 

Name, address, telephone, telex and fax numbers of the manufacturer of every item of 

equipment. 

 

Name, address, telephone, telex and fax numbers of equipment agents/ representatives for 

emergency services and procedures. 

 

Manufacturer’s maintenance, operation and service manual for each major item of equipment, 

Manufacture’s lists of recommended spare parts. 

 

Temporary copies with provisional record drawings and preliminary performance data at time of 

testing and commencement of commissioning. 

All other detail documents as required in the contract documents. 
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